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Just A Little ...


winter I ordered a new PTC converter
from Dusty Bradford and I replaced the
worn-out slicks with new 30 x 9 Hoosier
"Stock Eliminator" radial slicks and
fabricated some new chrome-moly
adjustable lower control arms.


My first pass in BG was the first of the
year ... well I almost made a pass. I got in
the burnout box and promptly blew the oil


Too Much
- David Roland


Macomb Twp. MI.


While I was going to college, I'd
drive my 1973 Century Luxus
over to Century Buick in


Kalamazoo for "Research" and drool all
over the cool new 84 GN
they had in the showroom. I
graduated in the summer of
1984 and I hired on with
Buick Motor Division early in
1985 and promptly bought
my first new car . . . a
1985 Limited T-Type Regal
w/leather seats. I was
hooked!! When my buddy
bought a 1986 GN, I quickly
figured out that these little
engines were very tough and
had a ton of potential. I sold
the '85 to buy my first house
... but that would not be my
last turbo Buick!!


My friend Ricardo talked me into
attending the GS Nationals in 1991, and
I was so impressed with all parts of the
event; the whole racing program, car
show, swapmeet etc., that I haven't missed
a GS Nationals since. I've met some of my
best friends through these ventures.


I started building my current car in
1996. It was literally a refugee from the
crusher when I got it!! It had a Chevy
2.8 V6 that someone cobbled in place.
The body was rust free, but the parking
lots and fields of Georgia were not kind to
this car, but I decided it would make a
great race car. The car started its racing
career in 1998 with a stock intercooled
engine with very basic bolt ons.
I gradually tuned the car to consistent low
11's. The fastest pass lmadewith a Joq,~,


~ r ~r:.tfaeto'ry stdek'errgiriewas a 10.83 at 125
MPH. Not bad for only using bolt-on
parts! But as many racers know, that
just wasn't fast enough!! So I started


gathering Stage 2 parts and making plans'
for a big step up.


Fast forward to Fall 2007. I had put my
car away after running a best of 9.85 @
137 MPH. I felt the torque converter was
too loose, costing me MPH and ET. I was
just starting to get a handle on the
suspension setup, and the 60' times were
consistently improving. So over the


filter off the engine. Luckily I didn't
damage any bearings, but I did make a
mess!! The track workers were not happy
with me!! On the second pass, I was still
trying to figure out the air pressure in
these new tires, and so I proceeded to
blow the tires off the minute I released the
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deadlines! But you'll never be shorted
on information. This way I know that
I can do you a better overall job for you!
Please bear with me as I figure out how
to do all this. But whatever I do, content
will improve regardless. That's my goal.


* Too small print? Often, when trying to
efficiently fill up the pages of the
GS X-tra, we've reduced the print size.
As some of us get older, this can be a
problem. I've received several requests
recently to "please increase print size."
Ok, I heard you! Beginning with our
next issue; we'll kick it up one half point
print size. I hope that helps!


* Speaking of deadlines! We have a two
"AAAA" high schools here along with a
University. And everyone around here
loves football. So here we sit realizing
that our printing company has a job of
producing 70,000+ football programs
for all of the above before they can get
to our GS X-tra. As you read this, our
July/August issue is sitting here ready to
go to press, but it can't do so for another
2 weeks! So as you read this, yes it is
very late! We apologize for the delay!


*GS X-tra content is always a concern
to me. After all, the GSCA is an all-
encompassing Buick performance car
organization.
But the common thread to all GSCA


members is that they own and love their
Buick musclecar(s)! So trying to keep
everyone happy with exactly what they
want to read about is not an easy job!
That's yet another reason why I value
your input on what you wish to see.
*Since this is the last issue of this club
year, again I want to sincerely thank you
all for your support and ideas. I can't be
everything to everyone all of the time,
but I will be here for you if you'll take
the time to call me any morning EST
Monday - Friday. If I'm not in, j will
return your call! I never fail to do this.
Whatever is on your mind about the
GSCA or GS Nats. is important to me.
And I will be happy to discuss anything
with you. I hope your summer has been
a great one!


GS Club of America
625 Pine Point Circle, Valdosta, GA 31602
Goal of the GSCA
The GSCA is dedicated to ow: members who
love Buick performance cars, and through their
desire and willingness to help each other, have
maintained our collective ability of going fast
with class.


Hours of Operation
8:00 am - 12:30 pm, M - F most days for
general information, parts help and tech services.
Most afternoons are reserved for product testing,
evaluation and field service, so generally we are'
not available afternoons to auswer the phone
except by chance. Phone # (229) 244-0577.


Changes of Address
Must be submitted in writing by the 25th of odd
numbered months to have it changed in the
computer in time for the next mailing, Address
changes are not taken over the phone. They
must be in writing via post card or letter stating
old address and new address. We cannot be
responsible for "lost" issues due to late notice of
address change. Replacement cost of ally lost
issue is $3.00.


Mailing of Publications
The GS X-tra is mailed on a bi-monthly basis,
usually at the end of even numbered months.
Sometimes delays are necessary due to important
information received late. All issues are mailed
at the same time. We cannot guarantee delivery
time, but we do our best to get these issues to
you. ;


New Membership / Renew~1
Membership and subscription to the GS X-tra is
$40 per year. Overseas dues are $45 per year.
Each club year begins with the
September/October issue and concludes with the
July/August issue of the next year. Renewal
cards are placed in each May / June issue for the
upcoming club year. Our fiscal year runs from
September to September, 'so each September
begins a new club year. New members and late
renewals receive issues of the GS X-tra back to
the previous September to keep them totally up
to date and keep their yearly volume of issues


. complete.


Problems I Complaints
Our first priority is getting your GS X-tra to you
but we can't read minds! To solve a problem, we
must first know about it. So please, call us if
there is a problem! Please call during our office
hours! Otherwise, we can't be responsible for
"left messages" that we don't receive.


Editorial Director
Richard Lasseter


* In concluding this club year's
business, first I'd like to thank each of
you for your support through your
GSCA membership! I also greatly
appreciate all of the short kind notes of
encouragement that so many of you sent
with your renewals. Thank you!!
Next year there will be more positive


changes in the GS X-tra. I'm assuming
you folks are more interested in content
as opposed to fluff. I get other club
publications that have more pages than the
GS X-tra, but I can often go through them
in 10-15 minutes or less. So much of their


. content is just "fluff."
With that being said, in upcoming


issues of the GS X-tra what you will see
are more detailed engine build-ups and
dyno sessions from Wildcat Performance
Engines. I've also encouraged other shops
to send us the same! I've received more
positive feedback on these build-up/dyno
sessions than anything else; period! And
many of you are asking for more specific
details and more pictures, so that's what
you'll be getting in the future! Of course,
this will include both V-6 and V-8 build-
ups. There will also be a lot of details and
specifics on the build-ups plus many tech
tips that I hope will be of use.
* Deadlines! This is a dreadful word, no


matter big or small you are. Deadlines
cart often affect just how good an issue
is. You often have to cut articles short
because of deadlines, and content may
suffer. I'm tired of having to worry about
deadlines. I'm getting too old for this
additional stress factor! I hate
publishing an article while knowing that
I'm leaving something on the table due
to a publishing deadline. Hard deadlines
do now allow me to make the GS X-tra
as good as it could be. So from now on,
I will not worry so much about


GS Nationals Race Director
Jim Carswell
(334) 538-5868 days - leave msg.
j'CARsmtl@YAHOO.COM . 12th Annual East Coast Buick Regionals


Friday & Saturday • Oct. 3- 4, 2008
Cecil County Dragway Northeast, .Maryland


FRIDAY - All Buick Test / Tune - Gambler's Race
SATURDAY - All Buick Race Day - Test/Tune AM, eliminations afternoon


All Buick Display Show at Track
Track opens 9 a.m. both days· CONTACTS - John Csordas (845) 528-GSGN OR \


Doug Dougherty (302) 653-2201 OR Griff Atkinson (410) 215-5383 \...,


Public Relations Staff
Ron Joseph, Phil D'Andrea


Website
buickgsca.com
Brett Wallace


Classified Ads
See classified ad policy on classified ad page.
Policy is strictly adhered to.


For Personal Responses
or lIlquiries
We must have a SASE or postcard; no
exceptions. With up to 40 letters a day this saves'
us much time. You provide the courtesy of a
SASE and we'll always provide the courtesy of a
response. Thank you!


9th Annual SE MuscleCar Challenge • October 31 - November 1
See Page 9 for more info!


It has been said that politics is thfi.§econd oldest profession.
I have leamed thatJsJje~irsa'S~ti/SirttJ.resemblanceto the first.
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- Too Much "Air"!
trans-brake. The car ran a 10.30 with a
horrible 60' time.


The third pass is where the story really
begins. I lowered the tire pressure to
18 psi and set the boost controller to
10 psi at launch and 20 psi down the track.
I drew the right lane, did my burnout,
pulled the car into the beams, set the
transbrake and brought the engine up on
the converter. When my light came down,
I released the button and . . . Holy
Graceland, I saw Elvis!! Previous to this
pass, the car would pick up the front tires
maybe 1 to 2 feet and set them right back
down. I never had any clue that the car
would do huge wheelstands.


The first wheelstand really shook me
up. It took me a couple of hours to settle
down and regain my composure. After
talking to a couple of veteran racers,
I concluded that this might be a fluke and
perhaps it would not happen again. I made


a couple easy footbrake passes and turned
a 9.89 and 9.95 with a conservative 20 psi
boost. After some serious thought
I decided to try the trans brake again. This
time I drew the left lane and went through
my usual routine and staged the car.
Needless to say, the first wheel stand was
not a fluke!! The front of the car lifted
right off the line. It appeared that the car
went up and not forward. This time the
wheelie didn't take me completely by
surprise, but I still over-reacted and let off
the accelerator. The car came down hard.
Luckily I didn't do any major damage,
and the video and pictures sure are
impressive!


I haven't had a chance since the
Nationals to do anything to calm the car
down, but trust me, my huge wheelstands
are over!! I had many people visit me in
the pits and congratulate me on my
wheelstands. I obviously had the attention
of the spectators, but honestly, it was
rather scary. If I can't get the car
launching with a little less air under the
tires, I'll install wheelie bars in the near
future.


GSCA Special Clearance Sale
The following are miscellaneous items that we have available that have never been


previously offered. Many are sold "at cost" and many items we are selling for
the widow of a club member.


·401-425 "nail-head" motor mounts (new) $45
• 400-455 thermostat housing (new) $30
• 400-455 aluminum pulley sets for both alc & non-a/c pr.! $100
• 3" header reducers to 3" headpipe new Hooker, hi-temp coated $35
• GS 350 & 455 Pertronix ignition system $95
• (3) GNX posters from ASC; "Evolution of Project GNX" ea.! $20
• (2) 8.5" Pro Stock Centerlines for GS, 5" backspace, perfect cond.,


never on street, special lugs included, RARE! pr.! $400
• (4) new hi-beam, special low beam halogen headlamps for GS $40
• (3) laminated (professionally) "50 Fastest" Posters ea.! $15
• 1970 GS rr. bumper "Buick" plate, NOS and very rare! .: $250
• 1970 GS stainless steel double red stripe lower body mouldings $300/pr.
• 1986-'87 GN centercaps, new in unopened boxes along with


10 GN lug nuts in unopened plastic bags. Rare!! $500 for all
• From wrecked '87 GN w/28.2k miles, coil packlignition module $175


MAF $150
wiring harness $35


• GN hood, no accidents but needs total strip/paint $199
• New show chrome TR alternator. $125
• New billet inlet bell for stock or TA-series turbo $40
• Precision TE67-70 turbo, polished/ported inside,:2 year warranty $995


race actuator included
• SCE copper gaskets '84-'87 TR head gaskets $85/pr.,


455 Stage 2 header gaskets or V-6 header gaskets $35
• Rem flex hdr. Gaskets: 350 Buick $30, Stage 2 V-6 $35
• 400-455 Hooker headers, new cermachrome coated, Cost $804; sell $550


all gaskets and hardware
• Modem Muscle 3" Mandrel bent TR exhaust system


with Magnaflow mufflers, everything stainless steel! 412 miles $300


Please call the GSCA for these items. Due to my relocation the GSCA will be selling
these items for me. All parts guaranteed through the GSCA - Larry Webster. Call GSCA
(229) 244-0577, mornings.


All plus UPS. Please call for availability! (229) 244-577, M-F • 9 am - 1 pm, EST.


The Q 16 racing this year was
outstanding! I enjoyed every minute of
the Nationals. I renewed many old
friendships and made a few new ones too!
Thanks to all concerned for a great event.
My current build-up
• 1985 Grand National
·4.1 "016" Stage 2 block, enlarged to


270 cu. in. with Buick Stage 2 heads
• Moldex crank, Carrillo rods, Diamond


pistons
• ATR single turbo headers, T76 Q trim bb


turbo
• PTE front mount intercooler, Bigstuff


3 engine management, 160# injectors
• TH 400 trans, PTC converter, 9" rear end


The chassis work was done by Tim
Clow at Total Fabrication


Advice, help and lots of parts were
supplied by Geoff Ketchum and Bob
Makley at Finishline Motorsports


I build all of my own engines,
transmissions, rear ends, and I calibrate
the car myself.


Another T·R
Trans. Tip


- Richard Lasseter


One of the most critical aspects of
deriving pleasure and streetability
from your T-R is that feeling of


part throttle turbo spool-up. When you
give your T-R a good bit of throttle and
nothing happens, it's a real bummer. This
can be particularly annoying in traffic
situations when you've just installed a
larger turbo and maybe don't have quite
enough torque converter.


Regardless of the turbo/torque
converter combination, the transmission
programming is often the culprit. It is
critical to have a "snappy" part throttle
downshift! If the transmission is not built
or programmed properly, and your
transmission doesn't provide a crisp
downshift from 4th (or 3rd) down to 2nd
gear under part throttle loading, the turbo
will not spool properly and driveability
will suffer a lot!


Recently we drove the same GN with a
TE 60 turbo along with nothing more than
a transmission change, and the difference
was like night and day! You'd thought that
you were in two different cars!


With the proper transmission rebuild
and programming for part throttle
downshifting at the right time, the car was
completely transformed and became a joy
to drive again. So you can put in all of the
heavy duty parts that you want, but be
sure to retain aU of the factory stock
transmission programming and you'll
have optimum driveability. Buick got the
transmission programming perfect on the
T-R when the car was new.
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My "DrealTl" GN and say "unbelievable!" I felt like Chuck Yeager
must have felt after breaking the sound barrier in the
X-I!!


After working there 15 years, I moved back to my
home farm to help care for my Dad who had health
problems. Every once in a while I would see John
when I went to Boscobel. Then last summer
I bumped into him again in another town, and I asked
him ifhe still had the GN. He said he did and thought
he might sell it since he was eventually going to
move and needed the extra room. He said it only had


Continued on Page 5


I'dlike to share
the story about
my "Dream Car"


that came true. I have
been a Buick fan all
of my life and a ~~'-
member of the
GSCA since the
early 1980's. It all
started with my
grandfather, who had
a seven-passenger
1924 Buick back in
the late 1920's. It
continued with my
father who had some great cars,
including Specials, Centurys, Road-
masters, Wildcats, Rivieras, and
Electra's. Then it continued with me.
I purchased a 1972 GS 350 Buick during
my senior year of high school in 1982.
I eventually converted it to a 455 Stage l.
I have since purchased a 1967 GS 400, a
1975 Riviera and my Dad's 1969 Riviera.


In 1984, I began my career as an auto
mechanic at a small GM dealership in
Boscobel, WI. In 1986 I began reading
about the new intercooled Regal GN.
I became very excited to see Buick
being "King of the Hill" in the muscle
car market, like the Stage 1 was in 1970.
I eventually talked to a nurse in the area
who was looking for something
different which had good performance.
I talked her into buying a new 1986 GN
and I had the honor of being the first to
drive it after she purchased it. I was
totally impressed with the looks and
performance. At the time I was only
22 years old, but she always brought the
car to the dealership and had me service
it. I can honestly say she drove the car
over 100,000 miles without any major
problems. I always remember her
telling of her trips to Madison and the
kids with their souped-up Camaros
pulling up to the stoplight and her
"blowing their doors off!" They never
knew what hit them!!


Then, in the spring of 1987, a friend
of mine and avid car buff by the name of
John Kretschman (who later became a
GSCA member) ordered a 1987 GN
after talking to me. On April 9, 1987 the
car came in and I did the new car
inspection and was the very first one to
test drive the car. I couldn't believe the
performance, there was nothing on the
road to compare to it.


When I pulled back to the shop
everybody looked and could see me
smiling from ear to ear. When I got out
they all asked 'how she went?' All I had
to do was give them a big thumbs up
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- Dan Groh


Dan is shown on the left taking possession of his GN from original owner
John Kretschman. Little did Dan know when he first began servicing


this GN that one day it would be his!
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- My "Dream" GN
17,000 miles and told me his price
which I thought was fair We said
good-bye and I left. I kept thinking
about it and thought that there
would never be another opportunity
to be able to find a ON like this one
which had never been driven in the
winter or rain and always stored
and covered in a heated garage
most of its life, and one that I had
test driven when new. A month or
so passed and I went to see him, and
when he opened the garage and
pulled back the car cover, I couldn't
believe my eyes! That ON looked
like it had been in a time capsule for
20 years! It looked absolutely mint!
When I opened the car door it still
had the original factory plastic
covering on the driver's side carpet
and seats, with seat covers over the
plastic. Even the doors still had the
original plastic covers on them. He
had some custom gauges installed
including tach, boost gauge, oil and
temp gauges. It even still smelled
new inside. When he opened the
hood, the first thing I noticed was
the coolant recovery tank with my
writing on it when I prepped the car
back in 1987. He showed me all the
things that he added and did over
the years. When I fired it up, it
purred like a kitten and when I
drove it, it went like a bat out of
hell!


I told John I would really love to
have the car and he said there
wasn't anybody else that he would
rather see get it and if he were to
sell it to anyone else it would cost
them $5,000 more.


To make a long story short, I went
to my banker and made the deal. I
also got two car loads of extra parts
and literature, including the original
window sticker and new vehicle
inspection paper with my signature
on it. I also have the paper showing
the date the car was made:
March 25, 1987 which happened to
be ten days after my birthday. Out
of all the ON's built, this is the one
I wanted the most. It is also one of
the most optioned ON's built with a
sticker price of $18,811.00. It was a
really dream come true.


Modifications ...


* Dealer installed Auburn "posi,'
airbags in rr. coil springs,
Southside traction bars, "poly" dr.
side engine mount


World's Most Powerful CarsHere's just another side note. Do you know what the world's five most
powerful '09 production cars are? Well, think about it and take a guess! The
answers are on page 18. Continued on Page 18
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II BUICK
BOOY NUMBERB-1C 143770


MANUFACTURER'S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE
DEALER TO WHOM ~~~~T~roBU+~~ASINC. zu-430-PS1592
O[LlVERED
DELIVERED TO IF DIFFERENT
0


BUICK INAl F INT MICHIGANMAKE ASSEMBLY POINT.


VEHICLE IOlN mICA nON 2 1 9 4 0 0 MODEL" 2g5NUMBER 446370H GS 2 DR. SPORT COUPE
MANUFACTURER'S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE: IIncludes Federal Excise Tax on this Model and Sug- 3,283.00gested Dealer New Vehicle Preparation Chargel


Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Delivered Prices, including Federal Excise Tax. on Options and Acces-


sCiy ~stnlA r thS TAGbEthe
,anOpuf:1 ON - HIGH PERFORMANCE 455CU. IN. MODIFIED V8 ENGINE 360 H.P.SPEC. ORNAMENTATION, POSITIvE TRACTI6NPERF. AXLE HEAVY DUTY RADIATOR 199.05M40 B2 TURBO HYDRA-MATIC 400 TRANSMISSION 227.04-D55 B4 FULL LENGTH CONSOLE 61. 09


JL2 C1 POWER DISC BRAKES 64.25N40 C6 POWER STEERING 105.32U63 D1 SONOMATIC RADIO 69.51U80 D6 REAR SPEAKER 16.64PK5 F9 S.C.O. WIDE OVAL WHITE BILLBOARDLETTERED TIRES G-70-14 62. 14F41 H6 RALLYE RIDE CONTROL PACKAGE - HEAVYDUTY WHEELS, REAR STABILIZER BARE FRONTs REAR FIRM RIDE TUNED SHOCKS, R ARFIRM RIDE SPRINGS s REAR LOWER CONTROLARM ASM. 15.80C60 16 AIR CONDITIONER 375.99A01 L1 SOFT RAY TINTED GLASS 38.97B93 04 DOOR GUARDS 5.27D33 05 REMOTE CONTROL OUTSIDE REAR VIEW MIRROR 10.53B32 P2 CARPET SAVERS 7.37N33 S7 TILT STEERING WHEEL 45.29W22 U3 CONVENIENCE GROUP - TRUNK LIGHT,s MIRROR MAP LIGHT 6.32WB8 U5 INSTRUMENT GROUP - TACHOMETER sINSTRUMENT GAUGES 57.93P05 V2 CHROME PLATED WHEELS 94.79Y51 W4 PROTECTIVE BODY SIDE MOLDINGS - BODYSIDEI REAR QUARTER s FRONT FENDERMOLD NGS 24.23N31 X2 RALLYE STEERING WHEEL 31 :60C08 ** CUSTOM VINYL ROOF COVERING - REARQUARTER BELT MOLDING BUCKET 102.16W17 ** CUSTOM TRIM - VINYL - INCL.SEATS, REAR COMPARTMENT COURTESYLAMPS DELUXE ARM RESTS, CUSTOMFOUNDATION COMPARTMENT SHELF & REARCUSTOM SEAT BACK & INTERIOR DOOR PANELEMBLEM 133.76
THIS VEHICLE WAS MANUFACTURED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE


I
DESTINATION 126.00


__ FEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY AND EMISSION CONTROL STANDARDS. CHARGE:


(J~i;~~~~~~r~~.N~~<I~~C'(~r7g~~:1f~I~~:~7W~~!~~~tf!I:~. optionS) TOTAL AMOUNT 5 164.05
111is label and tho information thereon h,ISbeen affixed to this motor vehicle by BUICK MOTOR DIVISION. GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION,
oursceot to the requirements 01 PUBLIC LAW 85-506, 85TH CONGRESS, which prohibits the removal or alteration of this label prior to the time
thai such automobile is delivered to the actual custody and possession of the ultimate purchaser.


BUICK MOTOR DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION


* XP fuel pump w/hotwire kit, Quad Air
93 chip, heated 02 sensor


* Gutted cat. converter, adj. wastegate
rod, K&N filter, valve cover breather,
chrome underhood accents.


* Neoprene oil seals, brake system and
trans. flushed, rr. seat braces and front


frame stiffeners, cooling system
flushed w/Dexcool.


* Tach, boost gauge, water temp gauges
added by first owner, manual fan
switch.


* Mobil 1 synthetic every 2000 miles.
* Also, many other small cosmetic items


and enhancements.
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Making The Power Is No Problem!


For The
Hemco upper plenum preferred.
Downpipe: A quality Houston-type
3" downpipe gets the job done.
Headers: Stock or Poston with port-
matching and some clean-up.
Turbo: TE 62, TE 45 or TE 67.
Depending on application and torque
converter, both Garrett and Precision
turbine housings are viable choices.
Injectors: 60 lb. injectors are ubiquitous
nowadays for a lO-second T-R
Boost: 23-26 psi; preferably with alcohol
injection. This is with a blend (or more) of
race gas. Otherwise, stick to 20-21 psi
with alcohol injection and premium pump
~as.


A stout 530-550 rear wheel
rj \.. horsepower is enough to power<r:- .~any T-R into the 1O's at over


120 mph. Actually, you could do it with
less h.p. if the caris really set-up well for
the strip and leaves hard and straight with
no wasted energy.


It's also accepted fact that the same
engine combo that one guy will use to run
11's can put another guy into the lO's.
It's all of the variables (driving, tuning, car
set-up) that extends a printed parts combo
touting "a ten second recipe" to actual
on - track performance


An excellent example of this principle
is reflected in the OS X-tra cover story in
our July/August 2007 issue. Here we
featured John Plog (Plattsmouth, NE) and
his '87 ON. If you look back over the
engine build-up, you'll see a combo that
most guys will use to run mid 11's at
maybe 117-118 mph. But John's ON runs
1O.30's at around 130 mph! This article is
worth re-reading because it not only
focuses on the engine and drivetrain
combo, but it also zeroes in on the car set-
up particulars. But best of all, you'll not
find one trick piece mentioned in the
entire engine build-up.


But with the ever-increasing values of
T-R's, we are getting more and more guys
who just want to build up their very nice
T-R's with the horsepower and torque to
technically be able to run in the lO's, but
they never really plan to put their T-R on
the track. They like taking on the
competition from deadly street rolls
without breaking original parts from
boosted hard launches with slicks. Ok,
that makes a lot of sense. Furthermore,
they want over 500 hp with the best
streetability and driveabiiity possible.
All of this is a definite "can do"!


Listed here in this article is a very basic
combo that even without fine tuning can
accomplish these goals. Larger items
(if needed) like throttle bodies,
intercoolers, intakes, headers, plenum
upgrades, injectors; etc., etc. may
(if needed) add additional performance.


We've built this basic combo numerous
times at Wildcat Racing engines for both
street and strip cars. Even without much
tuning, if the car is running well at all, it
can crack into the 10's on its first pass. For
a well-tuned and set up combo, much
greater performance can be had. And there
is no compromise in driveability and very
little compromise in economy. These are
the basics for a common Wildcat T-R
Engine Build-up easily capable of
the 1O's.
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- Richard Lasseter


For a "10-sec." 500 plus rear
wheel horsepower combo:


Block: Stock "109" bored .020" with our
custom lightweight Wiseco turbo pistons
and custom ring set.
Valvetrain: Our custom H206-206 roller
cam kits (three "206" lobes available);
stock or Harlan Sharpe roller rocker set-
up.
Heads/Intake: Ported Champion ONI
(iron heads) and Champ. ported intake,


Most guys running
21+ psi boost are now


using Cometic head
gaskets. We know how


to make them work and
seal. Gometic could


have done a better job
in their design when it
came to water and oil


sealing. If it had been a
Ghevy application, they


would've. The most
common thickness is


.060," but other
thicknesses are


available.


No 10-sec. capable engine should be built without using at least the
center two billet steel center caps, as shown on the left. The common
results of not using them, particular in 21+ psi boost applications, is
shown on your right. We've never found a girdle necessary in building a
500-550 hp V-6. These super-duty caps do the job for us.


Continued on Page 7







Continued from Page 6


Ported Champion GN 1 iron heads are shown at the top in
each of the above two pictures. Stock heads are shown at the
bottom of each picture. Note how the intake and exhaust ports
of the Champion heads have been enlarged and "squared up."
Also note that the EGR passage in the Champion head has
been filled for better flow.


The chambers of these Champion heads have been
properly polished without enlargement. We've seen many
heads where the chambers have been opened up around
their perimeter way too much! In such a case, the fire ring


on the head gasket does not seal properly and chronic
head gasket failure is the result. This is yet another area


that separates T-R experts from novices.


Champion Cylinder Heads (see ad on page 24) is the only
company who offers both CNC ported heads and intake
manifold for the T-R. The EGR "tower" in the manifold is


removed and the intake manifold plenum area and runners
are generously enlarged, ported and polished for better flow.


A stock appearing Hemco "doghouse" is shown in both
pictures directly above and is a nice piece that offers better


air and fuel distribution, especially to cylinders 5 and 6.


Poston headers for the T-R (shown here in silver) are shown compared to stock headers. The Poston headers are aluminized
steel, not stainless. They are a cleaner design but need to be port matched, especially when used with ported heads.
But after they are port-matched, a bead should be welded around the outside of each port to insure a good seal.
Properly prepped, the Poston headers work well.


We prefer Remflex header and tri-angular turbo gaskets, as shown in our
March/April 2008 issue. Remflex can be reached at (866) 641-7325.


Continued on Page 8
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Continued from Page 7


Here are a few interesting turbo comparisons since many
folks don't really visualize the difference in some of the turbos
they want to purchase. So this will give you numerous
perspectives and views of some of the more popular ones.
The TE 60 and TE 45 A both have the higher AIR Precision
turbine housings.


But check out the difference in wheel sizes on both turbine
(exhaust) and compressor sides of these various turbos. For
example, the compressor wheels of both the TE 44 and TA49
are the same size and are both smaller than a TE 60. But all
three have the same size turbine (exhaust) wheels. A TE 60 is
one step up from a TE 44 or TA 49. A TE 62 can get a T-R
into the 10's at over 120 mph.


AI "The Tinman" has cracked into the 1O's with a TA 49 and


Precision housing, as have other clubmembers. So certainly,
it's not that difficult to go further into the 10's with a still larger
TE 60, 61 or 62. If you have a smaller, 9"-10" high stall torque
converter and are really into strip racing as opposed to street,
get your 62 turbo with a Precision turbine housing. Otherwise,
stick to a stock-type Garrett housing. Any "62" turbo needs a
higher stall converter, period.


The 45 and 67 series of turbos are certainly adequate for
easy 10-second time slips, and both of them push enough air
to make 600 rwhp or more. Of course, streetability won't be
as good as something like a 62 or smaller. So much of true
"streetebiliiy" is in the tuning, the engine combo itself
(including the cam selection!) and trans./converter set-up.
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A roller cam kit and roller rocker
arm assemblies are not
necessary to get a T-R in the 10's.
But even the roller rocker arms
will lower friction and will allow
your oil temperature to slightly
decrease, and there will be a
power gain with a roller cam.
How much additional horsepower
over a flat tappet hydraulic cam
will depend upon your application
and other factors. Now we are
exclusively using the latest
"bee - hive" valvesprings rather
than the Comp "941 's" shown
here.
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A Basic Explanation Of Octane Vs. Detonation


Octane And Your Engine
W,hat goes into your gas tank does


/I ~Hmake a difference in what
~ ~ comes out of the engine, and it


can- certainly affect engine reliability.
For example, higher - octane premium or
race fuel can actually increase engine
output.


Anyone reading this article probably
has a high regard for internal combustion
- and the g forces it produces - so it's
essential for enthusiasts to understand the
effects of fuel quality on performance.


Octane Explained
A gasoline's octane'racing is a measure


of its resistance to detonation, or "knock."
Octane is not about horsepower or heat
energy, but it does have a significant
impact on how an engine performs.
Octane is the enabler that can help an
engine reach its peak potential.


The octane numbers posted on service
station gas pumps are the average of two
methods of testing a fuel's resistance to
detonation under laboratory conditions.
.Both methods of testing are conducted at
constant engine speed and load. The first
measure, the Motor Octane Number
(MON), is the index that is more relevant
to high/full loads and high cylinder
pressures such as those produced by
supercharging. The second measure, the
Research Octane Number (RON), is the
index which is most relevant for
predicting whether or not a modern
automobile engine will knock under
acceleration. The octane numbers that are
displayed on service station pumps are the
average of the RON and MON ratings:
(R+M)/2. Octane ratings typically range
from 87 for regular unleaded to 93 for a
premium fuel such as Amoco Ultimate®
fuel at BP.


Octane is measured under laboratory
conditions in comparison to two reference
fuels: n-heptane, which has an octane
rating of 0, and iso-octane; which has an
octane rating of 100. Thus a premium
gasoline with a 93 octane ratings has the
same resistance to detonation as a mixture
of 93 percent iso-octane and 7 percent
n-heptane.


So what does that mean for the rest of
us? A premium fuel has a significantly
higher resistance to detonation than
regular 87-octane gas. The bottom line:
The higher the octane number, the more
an engine can be turned for performance.


Knock,Knock
Detonation is no joke. The knocking


noise that's audible when an engine is
experiencing detonation is the sound of
flames colliding in your engine; it's a clear
signal that your car may need higher
octane. Detonation is most likely to occur


when the engine is heavily loaded while
accelerating or driving up a hill.


During normal combustion, the spark
plug ignites a flame front that moves
smoothly across the cylinder. Fuel
combined with oxygen and the burning
gases expand. Rising cylinder pressure
pushes the piston, transferring the fuel's
energy to the connecting rod and
crankshaft.


That's how it's supposed to work. But
during abnormal combustion, things get
messy. Subjected to intense heat and
pressure in the cylinder, pockets of fuel
can spontaneously self-ignite, creating
secondary flame fronts. When these
exploding flame fronts collide, the
resulting shock waves create an audible
engine knock.


Instead of gradual rise in .cylinder
pressure, the spontaneous combustion of
fuel during detonation produces pressure
spikes. That engine knock that sounds like
marbles running through the motor is
actually the telltale sound of this
uncontrolled combustion.


The explosion of fuel and air during
detonation also strips away the boundary
layer that insulates internal engine
components from the searing heat of
combustion. If detonation persists,
aluminum pistons begin to erode and
ultimately fail.


High-octane fuels do not make more
power but allows the engine to have
greater resistance to detonation than low-
octane fuels, so an engine using premium
gas is less likely to experience the ill
effects of knock. So in this way high


octane gas can then make more power.
But if the engine doesn't need the
additional octane of premium, then no
additional power will be made. But that's
only part of the octane story.


Silent Killer
Most late-model vehicles, like the T-R,


are equipped with knock sensors. When
these sophisticated electronic devices
detect the characteristic sound of
detonation, they signal the vehicle's
onboard computer to retard the spark
timing. That's a strategy that protects the
engine from damage in the short-term, but
robs the engine of performance in the long
run.


When a knock sensor detects detonation
in a computer-controlled vehicle, the
engine management system retards the
spark timing or takes other steps to stop
the knock - essentially the engine is
detuned to accommodate the fuel's lower
octane. But with spark timing no longer
optimized, the engine can't produce
maximum performance. The combustion
process is compromised and less of the
fuel's energy is used to power the vehicle.


The latest electronic controls can mask
detonation so effectively that the driver
may not be award of the problem. But the
predictable result of using too low of an
octane fuel is decreased performance. But
sometimes, detonation can occur so
rapidly and so severely that the early
electronics of the T-R cannot catch or
remedy the situation in time. At Wildcat
Performance Engines, we have seen
more damage in T-R engines due to
detonation than any other single cause!
This is why we've been harping on the
octane issue here lately, and also why we
highly recommend alcohol injection
systems on the T-R.


9th Annual
Southeast Muscle Car Challenge


October 31 - November 1 (Friday & Saturday)
Sponsored by the GS Nationals


At Silver Dollar Raceway
Reynolds, Georgia (20 mi. west of Perry, GA)


• All Day Test & Tune, $25/day for Car and Driver
• $100 for vendors, both days (FREE to G8CA members)


• T80, T8M points series included!
• A totally FUN, stress-free venue· Special Gamblers Racing; Grudge Racing!


• No Pre-Registration: Pay at the Gate! • Camping only $35/ Thurs., Fri., Sat.


For more info. call Bennett Jones (229) /263-8167
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455 DYrlle»


Mark's
engine is


now ready
for him to
pick up
and install
in his
71GS
'4-speed.


also, two rods were slightly out-of-round
causing a tight rod-to-crank condition
once the rods had been torqued. Mike
corrected these two minor problems and
then it was off to the dyno. All details,
particulars and dyno results are as
follows:


Engine BUild-up
• Short Block: 1971 455 bored .038";


Wiseco 11.5 to 1 pistons, stock crank,
Carillo rods


• Heads/lntake/Valvetrain: Ported
Stage 1 heads and Wildcat Cool Runner
intake, 1.6 T&D roller rockers, solid
cam with the following specs: lift is


.576" 1 .560"; duro
at .050 256°/262°,
lobe separation
108°, intake
centerline 104.5°
• Carb: 850


Holley dbl.
pumper reworked
by Fuel Curve
Engineering


• Ignition: MSD
6AL with 38°
total advance all
in at 2400 RPM
This engine is a


"just-far-fun"
street engine that
will go in Mark's
1971 GS with
M-22 4-speed.
Mark's GS is
currently running
4.10 gears, a
Mondello-sourced
flywheel and
Hayes 33 lb.
clutch.


Mark Rooney of Lorton, VA was
i not particularly confident of the


work an engine builder had
performed on his 455. The engine ran fine
but various internet stories about the
engine builder he'd used gave him some
causefor concern with his 455's long term
reliability. Was all of this internet jabber a
real cause for concern, or not? To find out,
he decided to bring his engine to Wildcat
Racing Engines for a thorough
disassembly and blueprint.


Wildcat engine builder Mike Laciura
gave the engine a complete going-over
and fortunately found only two minor
problems. One problem was a less than
ideal (although not "bad") valve job and


RPM HP Torque Fuel P Water Temp Oil P
4000 417 547 6.4 176 59
4100 435 557 6.4 176 60
4200 451 563 6.4 176 61
4300 467 571 6.4 176 62
4400 480 572 6.3 176 62
4500 496 579 6.2 178 63
4600 508 580 6.2 178 64
4700 517 577 6.2 178 65
4800 522 571 6.2 178 65
4900 530 568 6.1 177 66
5000 535 562 6.1 177 67
5100 541 557 6.1 178 67
5200 546 552 6.1 179 68
5300 550 545 6.1 178 69
5400 556 541 6.1 178 70
5500 558 532 6.1 178 71
5600 554 520 6.1 178 71
5700 559 515 6.1 178 72
5800 560 506 6.1 178 72
~59=0~0~~5~,~2~-=50=0~__ ~6~ __ ~1~7=8 ~7~2~
6000 555 487 6.1 178 72
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earn Break-In
Suggestions
And Procedures
1. Wash and clean cam thoroughly in a


clean solvent, then blow dry. Coat all
flat tappet cam lobe and lifter faces with
a ZDDP fortified or black "moly"
break-in lube. Also liberally coat the
distributor (or cam sensor) gear. A small
amount of lube on the fuel pump
eccentric (if applicable) is also a good
idea. Saturate the timing chain link
plates and gears in a quality oil before
installing. Same for rocker arms and
shafts.


2. The above is not needed for roller cam
lobe, but won't hurt anything either!
"Roller" lobes do not require break-in.
Also, cam bearings need oil, not cam
lube!


3. On any new hydraulic lifter, force a
squirt or two of engine oil into the lifter's
side orifice using a pump type oil can.


4. Torque cam sprocket bolts properly and
use anti-vibration adhesive.


5. Always be sure that your valve springs
won't coil-bind! Also be sure that the
retainer will not hit the valve guide.
Proper valve spring pressure is also
critical.


6. A 30-weight non-detergent oil with one
bottle of our ZDDPlus is perfect for
break-in of .flat-tappet cams. Any
quality 30-weight racing oil (ZDDP
fortified) may also suffice. Since cam
lobes receive oil by splash, over-fill by
about 112 quart for break-in only. Run
for 30 minutes at around 2500 RPM.
Do not let idle! It's best to vary RPM
from 2300-2700. Lifters must rotate for
the cam to "live"!


7. After about 100 miles, change your oil
(use it in your everyday driver, truck or
whatever) along with the oil filter and
then go racing! Never use restrictive
"double" oil filters.


Y-6 Engine
For Sale
T""".his may be a great value for


i someone looking for an upgraded
'e, T-R engine. This engine originally


came from a wrecked 21,000 '87 GN. It
can be sold outright with no core charges.
It is a brand new rebuilt by Wildcat
Performance. It comes with the best all
new parts: all ARP fasteners including
main and head studs, new forged pistons,
new rods, bearings, cam, valves and on
and on. Fully blueprinted and balanced.
A perfect high performance rebuild ready
to go! $4,200 outright. No core charge!
Please call for details. GSCA (229) 244-
0577, 8 a.m. - 1 p.m., EST, M-F.







A Buick Friend ToAll ...


Remembering Glenn Dempsey


Glenn "Mr. Buick" Dempsey has always been a GS Nationals icon from way
..... . 'rback in the early to mid-1980's. Glenn certainly had the knowledge and the cars
'.~ to qualify him as "Mr. Buick" as he was fondly referred to by his entire and


extended Buick "family." .
When I saw Glenn at this year's Nationals, I was a bit shocked at his pallid


appearance. So I took him aside for a candid conversation, mostly about his health.
Aside from the ubiquitous cigarette (which I chastised him for!) Glenn told me he was
also fighting diabetes, and in a joking manner he let me know that: "I told everyone that
[was not going to miss the Nationals, even if [ died there!" Shockingly, this is exactly
what happened. Glenn passed away at our '08 Nationals where he personally told me
he wanted to be, and that's way more than what most of us can wish for and have come
true.


Glenn, you were really one of our finest Buick troopers! Our Buick Community is
definitely diminished!


- Richard Lasseter


Glenn and his wife Shirley started
Jefferson Transport Service (JTS) from
their home in 1980 and then built their
current facility in 1985. Glenn was a
member of the Wisconsin Motor
Carriers Association and the Truck
Carriers Association. Glenn prided
himself on the fact that JTS transported
locally produced refrigerated foods from
Jefferson and the State of Wisconsin
throughout the 48 states. In 2005 he
retired from the business which Shirley
still runs.


During his retirement, he raised a
Golden Retriever puppy from Leader


Dogs for the blind. After turning the
puppy back for Leader Dog training,
Glenn started transporting dogs for
Wisconsin Adopt a Golden Retriever,
which is a Golden Retriever rescue group.
He also took in foster dogs for WAAGR
until they could be placed in their forever
homes. The first dog Glenn and Shirley
fostered they immediately adopted. Glenn
went on to foster two more puppies, while
he still went on transports all over the
country. Glenn was forced to stop his
driving in 2007 when his eyesight became
compromised due to his diabetes.


Glenn was active in the community as a
member of the Cab Brunch Committee.
Not only was he instrumental in procuring
donations of food for the brunch, but he
could always be found in the kitchen
cooking the day of the brunch. Glenn
could also be found helping his wife
Shirley at the Jefferson Chamber Brat
stand.


Glenn was also well known for his love
of Buicks. In 1989, Glenn purchased a
1969 Buick Grand Sport for his wife
Shirley. That car was a catalyst and


Glenn's collection expanded to 10 cars,
many of which he personally restored.
Five of his cars went on to win Five
Senior Awards, which is a record for any
one person to have. After winning so
many Senior Awards, Glenn retired from
showing his cars and was a BCA judge.
Glenn was an expert on Buick Gran
Sports and was often referred to as "Mr.
Buick." His cars were featured in the
GM Collector's Guide as well as "Motor
City Muscle" by Mike Mueller, which is
a coffee table book about muscle cars.
Glenn was a member of the BCA, Rock
Valley Buick Club and the GS Club of
America. Glenn suffered a heart attack
while attending his 25th GS Nationals in
Bowling Green Kentucky on May 15,
2008.


Additionally, Glenn collected toy
trucks and peddle cars which he
displayed along with his enumerable GS
trophies. He also grew and maintained a
large vegetable garden every summer
that he shared with his neighbors. He
also had floats and trucks in the
Jefferson Parade of Lights as well as the
Gemuetlichkeirt Parade.


He is survived by his wife Shirley of
Fort Atkinson, two daughters; Denise
(Gary) Pencner of Pleasant Prairie WI,
Lori (Randy) Erdmann of Fort Atkinson
and one son, Guy Dempsey of Jefferson.


GS X-tra
"Mega Issue"
Coming Up!


0··'ur next GS X-tra will be
double the size of the one that
you are holding in your hand.


That's right, it will be a full 48 pages
long. It will be like the usual
September/October and November/
December issues rolled into one!
There will be numerous timely
features and important articles in that
issue which should not be split up into
two issues. So they will all go into
that one big "mega-issue." Look
forward to many hours of great
reading when those days and nights
turn cold!


So please get those renewals in so
that you don't miss this upcoming
issue. You'll find some great features,
dyno articles and so much more! But
this next big issue will be a little late
because of all the material it will
contain. So please bear with us on that
since we are stressing the, quality
contents of that issue above all else!
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X-Pipe Exhaust Theorv


X-Pipes And
Why They Work


- Richard Lasseter


Y our typical American V-Ss have
cruciform crankshafts that allow


_~ for smooth engine operation by
use of crank counterweights that balance
first and second generation shaking
forces. The tradeoff to this is uneven firing
intervals on each bank. The spacing of 0,
ISO, 90, 270 degrees is what gives that
typical sound of American V-Ss.


There are purpose-built small V-Ss, like
the Ferrari and Cosworth, that employ flat
cranks with even firing intervals on each
blank. The downside to this is a second
generation horizontal imbalance that can't
be balanced with crankshaft
counterweights. However, one can get
away with this on small displacement V-
Ss that have a low reciprocating mass. The
imbalance can be felt, but in race-oriented
applications, it is simply shrugged off.


Because of the uneven firing on each
bank with American V-Ss, the two
cylinders that are 90 degrees out-of-phase
create exhaust gas scavenging problems.
That is because the lead cylinder is in its
final scavenging phase when is piston
passes 90 degrees BTDC on the exhaust
stroke as the trailing cylinder blows down.
That creates a pressure wave which
disrupts the exhaust scavenging on the
lead cylinder. The "X-pipe," where two
exhaust pipes from each bank of cylinders
actually merge into one larger pipe and
then back into two, will dissipate this
pressure wave by providing two clear,
unobstructed exit paths through both
exhaust pipes rather than just one. That
reduces the disrupting wave intensity,
which in turn reduces noise and enhances
power throughout the engine's entire RPM
range.


The "X-pipe" also increases the
frequency of the exhaust note to a more
pleasing sound rather than a low-pitched
resonance that is heard with conventional
exhaust systems with inefficient 90 degree
angle "H-pipes." They are not nearly as
efficient as a well-designed "X-pipe."


When I say "well-designed," I mean
that a cheap "X-pipe" can be made that
merges the two head pipes too deeply into
each other or the "X-pipe" angle is
incorrect for optimum exhaust flow. With
a new Power-X exhaust, a dramatically
more pleasing exhaust note is noticeable,
along with a more effortless, clisp off-idle
acceleration and more WOT power
throughout the RPM band. The cylinders'
of your big American V-S will begin to
experience the pumping action of a flat-


Simplv For Those GS Owners Who Want The Best!


Our Latest GS 3" s/s Power-X
- Richard Lasseter


This Stainless Works complete 3" Power X exhaust system in T416 stainless steel will
blow your mind! The system is only 72% the weight of regular aluminized steel, and that
includes side in/center out mufflers with quiet 20" long cases! You will be amazed!
The quality is astounding in every respect down to the welds. Even the collector
reducers are 100% T414 stainless steel (your choice of 3" or 3.5" header collector size)
and have 3/4" balanchard ground flanges! All stainless hardware is also included.


If you want the absolute ultimate in power and light weight along with a lifetime
guarantee, then this is it! There's simply nothing to improve on. We know that only
those of you with truly "best of the best" 500+ horsepower GS's will be interested in
this ultimate system where price is not so much of an issue. The entire system will be
$1095, but it will be an awesome system in every way. Nothing else begins to compare
in either power or longevity. This system leaves nothing to improve upon! Please give us
a call if you are interested: (229) 244-0577, 8 a.m. 1 p.m., M-F


Some Final Notes/ Corrections
* The Sloan Museum can be reached by phone at· (810) 237-3440/3450.
* Correction: It was Greg Kirchener who was low qualifier in Thrbo Street


Stock (TSS) with an amazing 10.148/133.01 mph. As noted in our last issue,
he also won the TSS class.


* If you are missing any issue of the GS X-tra, please give us a call and we'll
send you another.


* Address change? Please let us know ASAP! Don't count on the post office
to forward your issue.


crank Ferrari.
But note that X-pipes only work as


described above on naturally aspirated
engines. We are now offering our T414
stainless steel fully mandrel bent 3"
exhaust systems for the 1965-'72 GS.
Even the header reducers are T414
stainless with thick, _" blanchard-ground
flanges. The T414 stainless mufflers are
quiet with 20" long cases that offer
superior flow that's second to none, yet


they are amazingly light weight! Your GS
will never need another exhaust system as
this complete system is guaranteed for
life!


So if you own a serious, high-end GS
that you want to equip with the very best,
then this exhaust system is for you! It's
simply the ultimate in all respects. If
interested, please call us for current
pricing at (229) 244-0577, S a.m. - 1 p.m.,
EST.
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••It.s Your Turn!"
Dept.
Editor's Note ...
As a courtesy to our
members, we will print any
responsible letter sent to
us for publication. This
does not mean that we
necessarily agree with the
opinion(s) stated. Contrary
opinions, stated in a civilized fashion,
are always welcome!


A Look Into The Past
I enjoy some of the old articles and
references you have printed from the past.
It gives some perspective on where we
were and where we are today. I recently
found some old magazines from 1985-'91.
I subscribed to many magazines when
I had time to read them all. Here is a funny
quote from page 11 of the January 1991
issue of Muscle Car Review from a 5.0
Mustang lover named Ray Blasee of
Brook Park, OR. "... my girlfriend's '87
Mustang LX HO would outrun the GN
while being tied to a tree! The Mustang
power comes on at a terrifying rate ... "
How many of us Buick owners would
consider a 14-second car at best to have
"terrifying" power? I just had to share this
little piece of humor from the past with
you and our clubmembers.


Perry Baskin / Mineral Ridge, OH


Needs '67 GS Helll
Richard -


Thank you for your efforts for keeping
the Buick Spirit new and fresh for all of us
who appreciate the performance Buicks.
My current project is restoring my '67 GS
400 to a car I can show and drive summers
here in South Dakota. I want to refinish
the Star Wars Air Cleaner, but cannot find
the correct color to repaint it after I fill in
a few chips and cracks.


My guess is that there is someone in our
group who has solved this problem
already. It isn't difficult to find the exterior
paint chips and color references on the GS
cars, but I can't find interior or option
paint references. It would be great if you
could recommend a source for the interior
paint trim codes as they relate to the
exterior colors and the trim paint codes
such as the red orange used in the center
bar of the '67 grill and the color on the air
filter cover.


Duplicolor now mixes colors from the
paint codes and there may be an Eastwood
color that matches perfectly, but without
knowing what to ask for it is very
difficult.


Thank you for your time with this and
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1970-71 GSX Production Facts
W":'I(hen you ordered the GSX option package in 1970, you got the whole


". 'i \ treatment. Not so in 1971 and 1972. In those years you could order various
, , parts of the package.


While 678 1970 GSX's were built in only two exclusive colors, in 1971 128 GS's
were built with the entire GSX package while in 1972 only 44 such cars were built.


A brief breakdown is as follows:


any help is greatly appreciated. Also I
want to thank you for what you are doing
to keep the love affair with our old Buicks
alive. I read each GS X-tra 3-4 times!


Thank You, Robert Larson #1561
1220 18th Avenue NE


Aberdeen, South Dakota 57401
(605) 225-0170


robertelarson@abe.midco.net
It would be great if some of you '67 GS experts
would contact Bob about his dilemma. I've
found that our '67 GS enthusiasts are, in
particular, a very dedicated and tight-knit
bunch of guys! - Editor


'08 SUller 16 Corrections
Hi Rich,
I wanted to make some additions /
corrections regarding the article
I submitted about Super-16 in the last
GSX-tra. In my article for the last issue
I neglected to include thanks to Jim
Rodgers for adding $100 to the Low
Qualifier payout as well as to Mike
Booher, who added $100 to the Winner
payout. On behalf of all the Super-16
racers, I would like to publically thank
both Jim and Mike for adding to the
payouts, and doing so out of their own
pockets.


In addition, in thanking all of the Super-
16 sponsors, I listed Jack Merkel
Performance Engines with an incorrect
name, using "Racing" instead of
"Performance". A misnomer like that
wouldn't be a big deal ordinarily, except
that there is a race engine shop on Long
Island, NY that has a similar name, but
has nothing to do with our Jack Merkel,
who is located in Clark, NJ. I'd like to give
credit where credit is due. Jack's number
is 732-388-7088. Give him a call and tell
him what you need for your Buick engine.
Jack's a great guy and I'm sure he can help
you out with your high performance build.


Thanks,
Doug Hecker


GS Nationals Super-16 Chairman


4-Speed T-H 400
GSX Manual* Automatic Total
w/Stage 1
360- hp V-8 199 280 479
w/Std.
350- hp V-8 79 120 199
Total 278 40 678
* 4-speed or TH 400 automatic required


w/GSX


I Want To See ...
Attn. Richard -


How about doing a good article on how
to get a hold of the Sloan Museum if we
don't have a computer.


How about another article on changing
our speedometer gears. Many guys are
probably changing from deeper gears
back to 2.73-3.08 gears.


Thanks for all your great work.
David Mrozinski


The Sloan Museum's phone # is on page 13 of
this issue. The speedometer article will be in
our next issue. - Editor


Early 1986
Perspective
T"ihe following short "Letter to the


Editor" and reply was printed in the
~ December '86 issue of Car Review


magazine. Here it's reprinted verbatim.
With the advent of the intercooled T-R
back in 1986, there were plenty of Ford
and Chevy guys who just couldn't accept
their fate. Hope you enjoy the short blurb
of humor!


It's Only IROC and Roll
As a long-time Chevy lover, I've


become concerned about «Chevrolet's
position in street car performance. Since
late '83, Ford (ugh) has been building a
better performance car, and for less
money than Chevy. The expensive !ROC
can't handle the cheaper Mustang GT.


How is it that Chevy, with its long
performance history, has allowed this to
happen? It appears that '87 still sees Ford
one-up, even with a 350 in the Camara.
Any thoughts on how car magazine
people see it, or do I have to (ugh) switch
to Ford for performance? How do you1:
see it? ,


Benny Peoples / Dalzel, SO
We see both of them in the Buick'


Grand National's rear view mirror.
- Editor-


1971 GSX Parts Installations
GSX complete


ornamentation package. , 128 units
Rear Spoiler 144 units
Front Spoiler 56 units
Hood mount Tachometer 71 unit


(Source: Buick Motor Division, 6/83.)







GSCA
Classified.s


Classified Policy. Ads up to 40 words per
issue will be placed free of charge to all
clubmembers. Your current member
# must be included.
Ads must be received by October 15,2008
for the next issue. Thank you!
- Due to a greater likelihood of typo


error, no e-mail addresses will be
printed. Many that we receive cannot
be clearly read.


- All parts and cars must have prices
included! No price, no print!


* Our classified editor requests that all
ads be typed or printed legibly, please!
GSCA Classifieds
625 Pine Point Circle
Valdosta, GA 31602


CARS FOR SALE
SELL - '87 GN, 18k miles, solid top, fully
optioned, all documentation w/window
sticker, Art Carr trans., Centerline wheels,
always 1st or 2nd at car shows. $22,000 -
OBO. Chuck - (630) 546-8060.
SELL ~ 1971 GSX Stage 1 4-sp. Cortez
Gold wfblack buckets, dash tach, Bayburg
Farms Buicks - (802) 439-6971, VT.
'85 T-type back half roller + Fab 9, fiberglass
front hood, deck lid. Liquid intercooler,
FAST fuel syst. Recorder, MSD 4,
Dedenbear and Cheetah air shifter, fuel
pumps, parachute, certified to 7.50 until
2011. $15,000 - OBO. Bob Peterson - (651)
489-0674.
SELL - (5) Buicks: 1965 Gran Sport, 1966
Skylark, 1967 GS,1966 Special 4-dr. Will
separate or $8,500 for all. Lots of parts -
(256) 42203573 home, 484-1604 cell.
SELL - '71 GS, very nice driver, gold/black
vinyl top, exc. Black benchseat int., pis. plb,
cold elc, posi, 15 in. Ralleys, currently has
non-#'s matching 455/TH 400, tight and solid
$12,500. John Reidy - (919) 272-5569 or
661-0012.
SELL - '71 GS 350, alum. Intake/ 4-bbl.
Carb, aux. trans. Cooler, 3.08 posi, pis, p/db,
duals, buckets, elc, console, rally wheels,
build sheet, owner's manual all maintenace
records, AM-FM cassette player, manuals.
Owned since '73, garaged, great cond., blue,
white vinyl top and black int. $25,900
pictures avail. Sherry Todd - (512) 280-4145,
A:ustin,TX.
SELL - '72 Skylark, conv., rust-free frame,
orig. brake lines, new susp., MT hdrs., 3" X-
pipe, 400 trans., Dana 60, runs/drives g<!od,
custom hood, no heat or elc, manual steenng,
blue, news paint, top, disks, $7,500. Paul -
(517) 394-3739, MI.
SELL - '72 GS 350 4 bbl. TH 350, #'s
match, 92k miles, copper/black vinyl top,
deluxe tan int., alc. pis, speedalert, s/s
'exhaust, very clean, runs great, $13,900 -
(515) 287-3901, IA.
SELL - '87 T-R, blue metallic/dk. blue int.,
chrome pkg., posi, under 30k miles, orig.
paint, scored 93/100 at '06 GS Nats., several
bolt-ons, stock appearing. $17,500. Sam -
(601) 991-2000, days or 898-8163 nites, MS.


PARTS FOR SALE
SELL - TA Stage 2 hdrs, new in box
w/everything $450, TH400 nail-head bolt
pattern switch-pitch, also complete d-shaft
w/ctr. '65-'66 Electra. $100 for both plus UPS
for all. Nob > (814) 459-5082, PA.
SELL - '87 V-6 T-R engine built by the best:
Wildcat Perf., complete w/Champion ported
head and intake, new cam sensor, GSCA 210
cam, Wiseco pistons. Cometics, adj. p. rods,
etc. only the best parts used! $4,500. Grant -
(416) 449-5268, Canada.
SELL - '68 Skylark front seat upholstery for
bench seat, no arm rest, all from Legendary,
new. $150 + UPS. Keith - (972) 681-5019.
SELL - '72 455 + .030 short block, studded
bottom end w/forged pistons, ARP rod bolts,
TA 113 cam, bored, line honed, many extras,
$2,000. '70 455 complete, many TA parts,
dyned at 350 rwhp. Compare at $7,000; will
sell for $4,000, Doug - (209) 535-6968.


PARTS WANTED
WANTED - Set of factory 1986-'87 T-type
aluminum wheels in exc. condofor show car.
Also original Goodyear Eagle GT tires. Ken
- (734) 377-1155, leave msg.


ON SPARE PARTS
* Front bumper w/new NOS bumper


rub strip
* New NOS dash bezel, (2) 3.8 hood


emblems
* Tan NOS cloth for Lear seats, also


rebuilt' 84 turbo
* Rebuilt fuel tank sending gauge for


'84-'86 w/analog dash
* Clean ' 84- '87 gas tank
* (4) brand new wheels for '84 GN
* (6) '86-'87 GN wheels w/ctr. caps;


(8) orig. tires
* All '84, '86, '87 service manuals
* Full set of (12) 1/18 scale models,


GN IT-type/GNX including the rare,
red "Moly" car


TWo ON's For Sale
1984 GN w/Lear-Siegler Seats w/34k
mi. Runs Great!
* 2nd owner w/all documents, build


sheet, manuals; etc.
* Been in storage for 15 years; new tires


and bumper fillers
* I have original tires
* (1) of only 2000 for only $12,200


1986 GN w/82 mi. Original owner!
* Custom trunk kit, T-tops, digital dash,


(1) of 5000
* Window sticker, build sheet, all


documen tati on
* $20,500


My recent retirement suggests that
I should sell some toys to free up some
recreational traveling time.


Jim Dorko > (817) 992-7526, TX
jdorko@airmail.net


Christmas
Gift Ideas!
H-+ere are three great Christmas gift


: ideas that you'll find in this. issue.
_ ! On page 12 you'll find the best
MuscleCar book ever written, in my humble
opinion. Then on page 17 you'll see the first
time offered GS Nationals video deal. This
is something that many of you have asked
for! We've worked with Creative Video
Images to put together this super offer just
in time for Christmas. It's never been
offered before and contains 100%
professional video coverage of ten previous
GS Nationals. Plus you get the "Buick
Video" as a FREE bonus. If you've already
got that particular video, then give it to a
Buick friend for a Christmas gift! And there
are other bonuses included, too! I


Another popular Christmas gift idea has
always been one of our car covers as
described on page 16.


Any of these items would make any Buick
musclecar enthusiast happy and you can't
go wrong with any of these items.


More 1970
GSX Trivia
• All 1970 GSXs were built between


March 2, 1970 and May 15, 1970.
• All 1970 GSXs were available in only


one of two colors: Saturn Yellow or
Apollo White.


• Saturn Yellow was only offered during
the 1970 GSX production run.
Apollo White was the same as' the
standard production 1970 color
Glacier White.


• Only 678 GSXs were built in 1970.
398 were Saturn Yellow and 280 were
Apollo White.


• 199 1970 GSXs received the 350-
horse 455: 120 automatics and 79 four-
speeds.


·479 1970 GSXs received the Stage 1
455: 280 automatics and 199 four-
speeds.


• Power-steering equipped 1970 GSXs
utilized a special variable ratio power
steering box. Not all GSXs came with
power steering, however.


• Some GSX (at least two) came through
with standard GS red-striped rocker
panel moldings.


• All non-Stage 1 and AC Stage 1 GSXs
used 3.42: 1 rear gears. Non-AC
Stage 1 cars used 3.64: 1 gears. All
used lO-bolt, limited slip differentials.


• No GSX convertibles were produced
because the rear spoiler would not
match the contour of the convertible
rear quarterpanels.


• The GSX option (code WEI A9) cost
$1,195.87.
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GSCA Performance Parts
Cams and cam kits are our specialty! All


cams are ground from brand new billet
cores, completely phosphate coated


for proper break-in and long life. We also put
the correct "Buick" lobe taper on the cam lobes
to keep the lifters spinning as they should. Also,
be sure and use the proper valve springs with
any cam. Our valve springs are cam specific;
i.e. we have a specific valve spring to go with
each cam that we offer.


All of our flat tappet cams have the proper
lobe taper on all lobes, and the critical #3
exhaust lobe is reverse tapered. This is all done
to ensure proper lift rotation (spin). All V-6 flat
tappet hydraulic cams are $159. These are
absolutely the highest quality cams you can
buy! Fully guaranteed!


Just some of the more popular cams that we
offer for the V-6 turbo are the H205-205, H210-
208, H208-208 and H214-210. Please call for a
price on our roller kits. These are all custom
applications at the best prices!
V-8 Cams - We have an excellent selection
of cams for all V-8 applications. Since the V-8
doesn't have the benefit of a turbocharger
ramming air into the cylinders, a camshaft is a
very critical item in producing additional
horsepower for a given application. We choose
specific lobe profiles that we know work with
Buick port design and match them up with
proper lobe separation angles for a given
application. We pride ourselves in being able to
provide you with the best and most powerful
street or street/strip cam possible for your
application. All V-8 cams are $169
plus $10.00 UPS.
•• We prefer to grind you a custom
cam for your exact application. We
have both fast ramp and gentle ramp cams and
can pick the best cam for your needs from three
different companies! Please call for the perfect
cam to suit your needs. All cams are now custom
ground! Guaranteed or your money back!
We offer several valve springlretainer/lock kits
that are designed specifically for a certain cam.
In some cases you may need only the springs.
Please call for proper recommendation.
New Alcohol Injection Kits - These
are the latest kits with all instructions. 21 psi on
premium pump gas equals at least 50
horsepower more than you can make on pump
gas without the alcohol. A must for high-
performance street T-R's. This system is easy to
install and gets the most out of larger cams,
turbos, downpipes; etc. "Ask ANYONE who
has installed one!" The utmost in reliable hi-
boost performance on pump gas! $420 - $430 to
your door, UPS included.
Bumper fillers for the T-R - These are
consistently the best that we've found. So far
we've sold over eighty sets with not one
complaint about their fit or installation. $269
for both front and rear plus $15-$18 UPS in
most cases.
400-455 Stage 1 HD Valve Springs -
A break-thru in design with excellent open and
closed pressure on .490"-.530" lift cams w/o
coil bind. Made by K-Motion with a lifetime
guarantee! An excellent value. No retainer
interference; these use stock retainers and
keepers. $99 plus $10 UPS.
V-6 Valve Springs - These ultimate quality
K-Motion springs replace your tired single
springs with a spring/dampner assembly that


~ops onto your head with no machine work.
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These are earn' specific! They simply work great.
$68 + $9 UPS.
V-6 I V-8 True Double Roller Timing
Chain Sets - These three keyway sets
provide accurate timing, less stretch and lower
friction. Finally, a super quality seamless true
double roller at a great price. $85 plus $8 UPS
for the V-6. Rollmaster or Cloyes full true roller
for the V-8 is $125. The best on the market!
Push rods - These are the best #4340 chrome-
moly alloy to lessen any flexing which leads to
premature failure and wear. Adjustable 5116" V-6
turbo pushrods are $119. We also have the best non-
adjustable V-6 turbo pushrods for $85/set. All of
our HD pushrods are hardened and feature a tough
black oxide coating. All 400-455 3/8" or 5116"
adjustable pushrods are $138.00. UPS is $8.00.
Competition GM Lifters - We sell only
chilled-face high-performance 2-piece genuine
GM lifters. These are specific Buick hydraulic
lifters. Our price on genuine GM lifters cannot be
beat anywhere! V-6 turbo $119; V-8 1970 up $129.
You cannot buy real GM lifters cheaper anywhere!
V-8 Street Brawler Converters -
Value is the name of the game here. These are all
custom built for your application. Note that all
V-8 converters are warranted for (5) years
against failure. Ultimate build quality at the best
prices. All GS converters are 9 or 10 in. with (4)
available -stall speeds. We must know your
combo! $475.
V-6 Street Brawler Converters - The
Orange Stripe features a brand new modified
Cadillac Northstar stator assembly that gives
this converter a 3000 RPM stall speed capability.
It is also furnace brazed, has hardened input
shaft and a full surface Kevlar lock-up clutch
disc. This converter is simply one solid step
above stock with additional reliability features.
No other trans. mods are necessary. $349 plus
UPS. Unconditional one year warranty.
V-6 Neoprene Seal Kit - Simply the best
front and rear neoprene seals you can buy.
Also includes a thicker neoprene oil filter
adaptor o-ring when you decide to replace
yours. Postage paid to you. Total cost is $25 for
all three
V-8 and V-6 Pistons - The following are
available: Wiseco, Diamond and Speed Pro
forged 455 pistons and rings at the best prices.
Wiseco forged V-6 turbo pistons and rings,
Diamond forged V-6 turbo pistons and rings,
350 cu. in. Version 3 hypereutectic pistons and
rings. Prices on a lot of these parts constantly
change, many times for the better! So please call
us and compare. You'll be glad you did!
Premium Carbon Steel Coil Springs
- A GSCA exclusive for 15 years. These cannot
be improved upon for all around ride, handling
and performance. The best you can buy, bar
none! Ride/handling or street/strip. Unless your
car is at least 75% strip, get the ride/handling!
For both T-R and GS. Custom wound for your
application. You will be amazed at their ride
improvement. All springs are $269 per set of
four plus UPS.
Special Hi-Perf. Engine Kits - These
kits have been mixed/matched to provide the best
in HD gaskets and higb-performance bearings
which Buicks require. Custom assembled for
your exact application. The absolute higbest
quality components! Please call!
Heated 02 Sensor Kits - Are a simple
hook-up and work great with leaded race gas.
Warm-up is better and your T-R will go into


closed loop sooner. The kit comes complete
with instructions and simple connectors for an
easy no-brainer installation. $95 including


. shipping. Just the sensor is $73 ppd. When the
sensor you bought from us does finally foul out,
we will replace it for $68 including shipping as
often as you wish.
New Dura-vent 3800 Car Covers -
These are excellent for total dust-free
protection of your Buick. They can be used
inside or outside, and if used outside they have
the ability to let moisture ont but not let
moisture in! They have a soft inner lining, and
are light weight. This material is the latest in a
breathable, hi-strength fiber and a step up in
every way from Tyvek. Custom made for us so
you must state the year and model of your
Buick. They leave nothing-to improve upon.
Cost is $109 plus $16 UPS in the U.S. and $25
to Canada, Alaska and Hawaii.
Stainless Swirl-Polished Stainles.s
Steel Stage 1 Valves - $209 plus
$15 UPS.
Stainless V-6 T-R Valves - Stock size or
1.77/1.50. NOS Buick Motorsports. Exc. deal at
$175/set. $7.00 UPS. Availability limited.
GS 2.5" Mandrel-Bent Exhaust
Systems - This is the best conventional
2.5" dual exhaust system available. Comes
standard with balance tube; high aluminized!
$390 with hi-flow mufflers, a powerful, quiet
but muscular sounding system! $390.
Conventional 2.5" aluminized mandrel-bent
system is $279 w/o mufflers. These fit!!
T-R 2.5" Mandrel-Bent Exhaust
Systems - Complete cat-back aluminized
system with lifetime polisbed stainless steel
mufflers. This system is quiet, fits great and has
no resonance. $598 with the polished lifetime
stainless steel mufflers. This system fits
perfectly!!
GS Power-X 3" Exhaust Systems -
These are the ultimate, pure and simple! Super
high quality stainless steel yet remarkably
lightweight. These come with all clamps and
hangers. Complete price is $795 w/o mufflers
and $1095 w/stainless steel mufflers for this
3" system. 100% lifetime guarantee!
ARP Fasteners - These are tbe latest, best
design available for the 400-455 and V-6 turbo
engines. Please call for your needs as we bave
some new design fasteners being produced.
Billet Main Caps - Strengthen your Buick
engine's bottom end up to 40%! 231 V-6 turbo,
$199 for center two or $459 for all four. For the
455 cost is $289 for the center three. The proper
studs are also available if you don't have them.
For a 500+ HP 455, these should be mandatory!
GM rebuilt T-R Powermaster brake
systems. complete - Please call for
current price.
MSD 455 Distributor Package - This
is a special kit put together for us by MSD. It
comes with a stock type coil and MSD's finest
black plug wires that are coordinated to go with
this distributor. The distributor itself is a full
ball bearing unit with no external boxes needed.
Everything is housed inside! The best you will
buy for your 455! $498.


GSCA • 625 Pine Point Circle
Valdosta, GA 31602
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RACING OIL ··The Green Oil··®
If you are missing the ZINC ADDITIVE


in your oil you have found the answer.
Highly recomended for use in air-cooled and


other classic and vintage engines using
flat-tappet as well as roller cams.


Our unique cut from Penn Grade Crude and
ZDDP makes the difference as confirmed


by a number of premier cam manufacturers.
American Refining Group, Inc.


(Former Kendall Refinery)


814-368-1340
www.bria t;I~enr-1'r.o-aei,aqr~.com e-i


,


Limited Edition GSNationals
Commemorative Keepsake


only S99.95
+ shipping


GS
Over a $250 Value
if sold separately!


All DVD's include:
- PROFESSIONAL MULTI-CAMERA PRODUCTION


-INTERVIEWS WITH BUICK LEGENDS
- CLASSIC DRAG RACING


- CAR SHOWS & VENDORS


featuring:
Buick Engineer Interview & GNX #001


First 7 second GN run
Art Carr Transmissions


Bill Geiger - Turbo Tune
Kenne-Bell Performance Products


TA Performance 9 see. Buick Station Wagon


including:
custom logo solid brass GSCA


DVD storage case logo keychaln
featuring:
Ken Dutweiler - Dutweiler Performance
Lawrence Conley's "Tweaked"
Scott Stern
Dave Mcintosh
Jones & Benisek - Gran Sport
Classic Commercials


Over 16 hours of footage on 11 DVD's


To order, call toll-free: 1-800-326-1387
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1970-1972 SKYLARK, GS
Marker Lamps ~
Front & Rear ~


New Reproduction "
$189.00 Set of 4


New Item!!
Beautiful Reproduction.


Amber Front & Red Rear Lens
Complete with chrome bezel


"Correct" gaskets available too.
$189.00 Set 4 / $99.00 Set (F or R)


!"'lntrodud"Ory"
: Offer


$225.00
w/Gaskets


: Free Shipping
!A $240 Value
....................................


Continued from Page 5


- World's Most Powerful Cars
1. Bugatti Veyron at 1001 bhp at 6000 RPM.
2. Mercedes-Benz SL65 AMG "Black Series" at 661 bhp at 5400 RPM.
3. Lamborghini Revent6n at 641 bhp at 8000 RPM.
4. Chevy Corvette ZR1 at 638 bhp at 6500 RPM.
5. Lamborghini Murcielago LP640 at 632 bhp at 8000 RPM.
Just to think, if the #5 Lambo had 7 more bhp, the new ZRl wouldn't
even make the list! But to its credit, the ZRl lists for less than half of
the next cheapest car, the 6 liter twin turbo V-12 powered M-B AMG
SL 65 "Black Series" Also of note is that cars #1 and #3 list for over
$1.5 million and the Hermes edition of the Veyron goes for a cool
$2.5 million. Just think: you could buy 25 new ZRl's for the price of
one of these special edition Veyron's! The least powerful production car
you ask? It's the Smart Fortwo at 70 bhp followed by the Chevy Aveo at
103 bhp.


.............................. .
: 1971 ..
; GS GRILL ....
: IN STOCK ::. ................................ .


llCONSOLE LID
1968-1969


Skylark, GS
w/Long Console


$89.00 Each


CARS, Inc.


@I/ ~
205 Pearl SUPO Box 5! Neshanic Station, NJ 08853


__ ~. (908) 369-3666 Phone
(908) 369-7595 Fax


™ www.oldbuickparts.com


643 Crestveiw Dr. Tooele, UT. 84074
435-882-2839 Jason@RJCRacing.com


WWW.RJCRacing.com


RJC Mcgacoo!er $895,/$ 1095
Deep Sump Oil Pan $249
Complete Billet Puficy package $ 4 19
Girdle 14 & 20 bolt $399
/'v1AFPipes 3 & 4 inch $99/$139
EGT Gauges $ 179,,/$ 199
Bullet Proof Head Gaskets $ J 29
RJC Power prates $59,/$ 199
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• Full ServlceRepalr
• Tuning
• Brakes
• Electrical
• Air Conditioning


• Upgrades including:
• Turbos
• Intercoolers
• Injectors
• Alcohol Injection


" 12" 1)5511i.stall
c rs9". 9/11- 10 edlilleballd


• 200 48 COfIlIerte KitS.HeallYdutYr


• Hi.TechValliei:::lllediate drulll a:~ pack 4th
• Heat trea~ kitS with 8 pack 3r


c • Super rebuild .Tralls brakes
WI illPut shaft


.300 servo
• BilletalulllillUIll all


-IIullldeep p• Alullli
• frallS shields
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Buick Head Porting Specialist


www.gesslerheadporting.com
(908) 362-7692


AED Carburetors
Balancers
Beehive Springs
Edelbrock Heads
Engine Gaskets
Exhaust Systems
Expansion Plugs


Buick Engine Parts
and so much more


Fasteners
Fuel Pumps
Intake Manifolds
LM 1 Air / Fuel
MSD Distributors
Neoprene Seals
Oil Pump Kits


Push rods Valve Springs
Q-Jet Parts Water Pumps
Rocker Arms
SFI Flexplates TA Performance
Stainless Valves Dealer
Timing Chains _II
Valve Lifters I VISA I .. IiiII


Features
2004R
AC-2004R-C Package
$1975.00
-AC 12023 Transmission
-AC 13720 Cooler
-AC 15260 12" converter


Features'
MAG Turbo 400
AC-MAG-C Package
$1975.00
-AC 21331 Transmission
-AC 13720 Cooler
-AC 25322 12" Converter


AC 25322 12" ceeveter


Adding one 4 oz. bottle of
ZDDPlus at each oil change
turns your favorite oil into a fully
fortified race spec. oil. This is the
"real thing"! $10 bottles for $105
or $250 for 25 bottles.
Shipping is prepaid to you


GSCA • (229) 244-0577


Features
700R4
AC-700R4-C Package $1975.00
-AC 17020 Transmission
-AC 13720 Cooler
-AC 14260 12" Converter


All items can also be sold separately


Free case of fluid witb any
package purchase.


warranty:2 years with unlimited mileage.
Pre-ord••• available at the Good Guy Show-
Costa Mesa - Del Mar
Dealer inquiries weloome


Oru:ullil;!
r/·J.d)~2~


www.actautomatics.com


Back In Stock!
We've been OUT of these items for six weeks but now we
finally have an excellent supply:
(1) Proper fitting T-R bumper fillers $269, front & rear
(2) Duravent Car Covers for both T-R & GS $109
(3) Heated 02 sensor kit for $95 or just the 02 sensor


itself, $73. These are GM's best!
(4) GM 2-pc race lifters: $119 for T-R and $129 for V-8.


Accept no substitute for these GM flat tappet lifters!


GSCA • (229) 244-0577


IfIiCINMAN
. PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS


'TIN MAN" COLD-AIR INTAKE SYSTEM ... $195.00
Fits &86-87' TURBO REGAL


• Flow bench engineered
• Street proven (lowers intake temps)
• Track proven (well into the 9's)
• Includes washable "aFe" Velocity stack filter
* Full line of "ere" Brand-Race/OEM & Turbo diesel


Air Filters & intake kits at discount prices!


40383 Brentwood Drive
Sterling Heights, MI 48310


E-mail ... tylkometal@prodigy.net
Phone (586) 939·2410
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AUTO INTERIORS LTD.
121 West Shore Blvd. Newark, NY 14513


FAX,I-800-SEAT-UPH







T/A Performance Authorized Dealer
T/A Stage 1 aluminum heads complete $2450.00
T/A Stage 2 aluminum heads complete $2450.00
Stage 1 iron heads complete $949.00
Stage 1+ no-lead iron heads complete $1187.00


Call for porting and other options!
Stage 1+ crate engine (400+HP) 9.6: 1 $5920.15
Stage 1+ crate engine (500+HP) 9.6:1 $7140.19


"The Bulldozer" 517 cubic inch Engine Masters
700 HP pump gas street engine


$18,900 Carb to Pan!


All engines include dyno break-in and tune!


Services~----~~~~~~~-------,Full Service Machine Shop
Stage 1 No-Lead cylinder head conversions


Cylinder head porting and flow testing
Stage 1, 2, and 3 Heads


Block girdles installed
Blocks drilled for Stage 2 heads


Stage 1 Plus Block oil modifications
Dyno tested engines


Oven baked and steelabrated cleaning
for a like new appearance


~ S~p~e~c~i~a~ffi~~
Crank scrapers $35.00
Stage 1 fuel pump ......•..... $49.95
9 key-way timing set... $139.95
Romac dampers $309.95
Transport stands $49.95
Intake oil shields $35.00
Pan baffles $9.95
Neoprene front seal. $10.95
Neoprene rear seal. $17.95
Flexplates $79.95
New dipstick and tube $65.00


• Billet Fwd Drum shafts and input shafts


• Wide 2nd Band


• Red Eagle clutches
• Complete HP overhaul Kits


• BRF valve bodies and governors


• Plus much more
• Extreme TH 350 Transmissions: replace


that dinosaur 400 with our lighter and


more efficient 350 unit!


• Powerglide transmissions for up to 2000hp. TRAN MJ IC
Torque converters: OS's, custom built 9/11
and 9.5 Lock-ups, also 9" non Lock-ups


713·666·2616 1-866-869·8120
New Facility. 811 Plantation Dr . Richmond, TX


vvVtlvv.centurytransrnission.com
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Raising the Bar


In our continuing efforts to improve our product line, we are proud
to introduce our new Boosted Technology line of turbochargers.
These models are available with the Buick 3 bolt turbine housing,
and range in horsepower from 465 to over 950 horsepower.
Whether you looking to slightly modify your street car, or build an all
out drag car, Precision Turbo has you covered. Call one of our Buick
Specialists today to help you properly spec out the right setup for
your application.


PRECIS~ n
TURBO&


ErlCilrlE
The Winning Edge in Boosted Performance!


219.996.7832· www.PrecisionTurbo.net
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Plenty of T-R Parts
• CUSTOM EMBROIDERED FLOOR MATS • CUSTOM EMBROIDERED TRUNK KITS • CARPETS
• UPHOLSTERY· DOOR PANELS· CONSOLE PARTS· 145 MPH SPEEDOMETER· CUSTOM
GAUGE HOLDERS • VDO GAUGES • TINTED TAILLIGHT AND HEADLIGHT COVERS • RUBBER
WEATHER-STRIPS • GN, GNX AND REGAL EMBLEM'S • WHEEL CENTER CAPS • TURBO
BOOKS • DECALS • COLLECTOR MUGS • TURBO REGAL CAPS, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS &
SPORTSWEAR • CUSTOM FENDER COVERS • INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINT • K&N AIR
FILTERS • UNDERHOOD CHROME DRESS-UP PARTS • FIBERGLASS HOODS, BUMPERS &
DECK LIDS· GROUND EFFECTS PACKAGE • REAR SPOILERS· GNX FENDER LOVERS • GNX
FENDER FLARES • HEADERS • 2-1/2" MANDREL BEND EXHAUST SYSTEMS • ADJUSTABLE
WASTEGATES • MANDREL BENT 3" DOWN PIPES • TURBO INLET BELL • COMPUTER CHIPS
• PERFORMANCE INJECTORS • 62 MM THROTTLE BODIES • HIGH PERFORMANCE
THROTTLE BODIES • HIGH PERFORMANCE FUEL PUMPS • ADJUSTABLE FUEL
REGULATORS • KNOCK ALERT KITS • TURBOCHARGERS • HEAVY DUTY HOSES AND
CLAMPS • PERFORMANCE INTERCOOLERS • RAM AIR KITS • CAMSHAFT KITS • LIFTERS •
ALUMINUM HEADS AND IRON HEADS • PERFORMANCE ENGINE BEARINGS • PISTONS •
STAINLESS STEEL VALVES • NEOPRENE ENGINE SEALS • ENGINE STUD KITS • GASKET
SETS • UNDERDRIVEN PULLEY SETS • ALUMINUM VALVE COVERS • TRANSMISSION PARTS
• TRANSMISSIONS AND CONVERTERS • TRANSMISSION REBUILD KITS • CHROME MOLLEY
FLYWHEELS • TRACTION BARS • PINION SNUBBERS • COIL SPRINGS • SUSPENSION KITS •
HEAVY DUTY SWAY BARS • TORQUE STRAPS • AND MUCH MUCH MORE!!


comptete Line of Buick
Performance and Restoration Parts


• POSTON 455 "s" DIVIDER INTAKE MANIFOLD • POSTON 350 IS' DIVIDER INTAKE
MANIFOLD • POSTON 455 ALUMINUM VALVE COVERS • POSTON 350 ALUMINUM VALVE
COVERS • POSTON 455 OR 350 RACE PROVEN ROLLER ROCKERS • RACE PROVEN HEADS
• STAINLESS STEEL VALVES • STAGE 1 SPRINGS • DUAL SPRINGS • RETAINERS RACE
PROVEN CAM SHAFTS • PUSH RODS • DOUBLE ROLLER CHAIN SETS • PISTONS • ROD
BOLTS • STUD KITS • OIL PUMP KITS • FUEL PUMPS • ENGINE GASKETS • NEOPRENE
SEALS • DEEP GROOVE PULLEYS • STINGER IGNITIONS • BRONZE GEARS • HEADERS
• 2-1/2" EXHAUST SYSTEMS • 4-SPEED FLYWHEELS • CHROME MOLY FLEXPLATES
• SWITCH PITCH TRANSMISSIONS • 3000-4000-4500 RPM RACE PROVEN HIGH STALL
SWITCH PITCH CONVERTERS • ENGINE SWAP KITS • RAM AIR KITS • SWAY BARS
• TRACTION BARS· CUSTOM BUILT ENGINES· UPHOLSTERY· DOOR PANELS· CARPETS
• HEADLINERS • VINYL TOPS • CONVERTIBLE PARTS • WEATHER STRIPS • CORRECT
WINDOW WEATHER STRIPS • INTERIOR PARTS • UNDER HOOD PARTS • TRUNK RELATED
PARTS • GS BOOKS • TURBO BOOKS • DECALS • EMBLEMS • SPOILERS • CAR COVERS
• WIRING HARNESSES • AND MUCH MORE!


CALL 1-800-635-9781 • (334) 368-8577
for FREE catalog or to place an order


200 Ewing Lane / Atmore, AL 36502
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Specializing In
• Engine & Trans'


GRebuilding ,
GS&6N .


MPC Cylinder Heads
455 & V-6 Head Porting


Customized for Your Application
Larry Moore


Mexico, Missouri
573-581-4366


• 800-733-4366 =
WWW.STAGE1AUTOMOTIVE.COM


COMPLETE PERFORMANCE SPECIALISTS


Rob Chilenski, Prop.
422 Route 23 North! Pompton Plains, NJ 07444


Phone 973-839-4900 I Fax 973-839-5907
www.stagelautomotive.com


Chris' Custom Embroidery
and Promotional Items


• Sportshirts • T-Shirts "0
• Jackets· Hats > Clocks
• License Plates
• Coffee Mugs & More -- •


14130 Marven Place
N. Huntingdon, PA 15642


412-678-8402
Ebay User 10: seekme1


www.customautoapparel.com


~ THE QUAD SHOP, LLC


Rochester QuadraJet Carburetor
Stock Rebuilding and Power Modification


Jim McGowan· (815) 874-4884
5963 Linden Rd' Rockford, IL 61109-3516


- Mon. - Thurs.: 4:00 - 9:30 p.m. -


e-mail: quadshop@Juno.com


I Buy Used QuadraJets


CO-limply die best bGltoOO" )


"OJ
• :;(...•..•.•.......E~H~R~P~Q~rt~J~.N~s~t~uff~iS~~the~C~h~QI!.•.~c~e~O~f~th~e~P~R~~!.S!~1~_).._ fiWibrr!j!!,j~;r;m:rrm~ _


Innovators of new & improved performance parts
www.HBl.srtsNstull.com
..,. Phone: (330) 947-2433


C"...aU , con say is wow!' )


Red Armstrong's Quad Air Inc.
During the entire history of the GS Nationals, Red's chips were used --.xe turbo
heads-up winners than all other chips combined!


Chips: (93) (100) (106) (107) (108) stock to larger injectors and larger turbos,
1st Chip $75.00, 2nd chip or more $50.00 Updates and special options CALL
Some of the special options are: (1) Block learn lock-up to 128 at WOT; (2 Disabling knock


retard for 2 to 4 seconds on launch; (3) Shift light (check engine light Hashes a selected RPM
between 5.000 and 6.375 RPM): (4) LV8 Lock-up; (5) MAF Lock-up and others.


XP Plus Fuel Pump: This pump will out perform any other in tank Turbo Regal pump on the
market, period! This unique pump is a special custom American made unit unavailable
elsewhere. There are look-a-likes and imitations, but none equal the performance of this pump.
('84 to '87 and TA). . S145.00
XP Plus Double Pumper: Exceeds the fuel delivery requirements of a 1000 HPTurbo Regal.
('84 to '87). includes new fuel pump hanger and wiring. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S545.00
Pumps are "in tank". Indudes instructions and parts to install.
New Fuel Pump Hanger and sending unit. Regal ('84 to '87) 5194.00
Fuel Pump Hotwire Kit: Regal ('84 to '87). . . 549.00
Volt Booster: Every car needs one! The original. 1000's sold. Beware of imitations.
('86 to '87 and TA) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... S69.00
Spark Plug Wires THAT FIT! 8mm. black silicone rubber. black silicone boots, spiral wound
Monel conductor. Correct resistance and length.
'86 to '87 RegaL $24.00 ('94 to 85 Regal. '89 TA or aftermarket valve covers) $28.00
ECM conversion for low impedance injectors. Convert your good stock ECM to peak and hold
drivers. allows use of low or high impedance injectors. Unlike some of the other
conversions. ours is done correctly with the correct drivers. . $139.00
Fuel Injectors: We have the ~ price. . . CALL
Fuel pressure Regulator, Adjustable. . . $95.00
Thermostat· 160 degree ('86 to'87 and TA) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $9.00
3" Stainless Steel Down Ploe' Integral waste gate.
Includes cutout or catalytic converter, stainless hardware ('86 to '87) 5439.00
3-112" Stainless Down Pipe: same as above $529.00
Catalytic Converter: High flow 3" for down pipe $140.00
Direct Scan data acquisition system. (Hardware and software) $249.00
Harland Sharp roller rockers. . . $390.00
DISTRIBUTOR FOR: Turbos by John Craig; LIMIT ENGINEERING CALL


Multi disk lockup torque converters by PRECISION INDUSTRIES .. CALL
CHAMPION CYLINDER HEADS CALL


ORDER FROM: QUAD AIR INC.
1161 Fitch Road / Olmsted, Ohio 44138


Phone: (440) 235-3232


Orders taken Mon.- Fri. 10 AM - 3 PM, EST


Shipping and handling ... $9.00 (US) ... $13.00 (Canada) ... (No shipping charge for chips)


(TURBOS, DOWNPIPES. TORQUE CONVERTERS & HEADS are a little more) 03101106.. GRAND ~. &JINEWS ~~'w
for 1986-1987 Buick Turbo Regal Owners.••
T-Type, Grand National, Turbo-T, GNX - NewsleUer and Parts Catalog
Check out our wepglte: www.kirbanperformance.com
KIRBAN PERFORMANCEPRODUCTS 215/766-1611
P.O. Box 1199
6201 Kellers Church Road, Plumsteadville, PA 18949-1199 FAX215/766-1615


. .-
LIMIT ENGINEERING


JOHN C. CRAIG
TURBOCHARGER SPECIALISTS


Phone (928)453-7321
Fax (928) 453-0789


1580 Tioga Lane


Lake Havasu City, AZ 86406


(386) 446-4488


1 (800)-YEAR-ONE' Fax 1 (800) 680-6806
www.yearone.com


GranSport Autobody
GS Restoration Specialists


(450) 635-1177 CHAMPION
i1i?~ ~ead.:t


* Special Iron V-6 Block in the Works!
* CNC Ported Iron and Aluminum


Turbo V-6 Cylinder Heads
* CNC Ported Intake Manifolds


* Aluminum Valve Covers
* Much More!


The BEST In Professional Powder Coating!
All Colors - All Textures!


Southern Powder Coating
2401 GA Hwy. 133 S
Moultrie, GA 31788


For an Estimate, Contact
Wayne Odum at (888) 871-9683


Hours: 7 am - 4 pm EST' Mon.-Thurs. EST
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3 Levels Available!


fjo~~~~~~'1i
Q eeJ-S ~_groolTlsengines_colTI
, 800-950-7711


BUICK GSCA
625 Pine Point Circle
Valdosta, Georgia 31602
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Here's A "Must Have" For Anv True Musclecar Enthusiast


MuscleCar Book Review!


This is the only time you've seen a
"book review" in the GS X-tra, but
this book is so entertaining and


infor:inative that I felt I would be r---=;!!ii!i'!!!!!!i!!~~---lremiss not to tell you about it. I've
seen numerous so-called "musclecar
books" in the various book stores
from time to time. Most are merely
more-of-the-same rehashes, even
down to the pictures, and at best are
novice-oriented publications that
often abound with mistakes.
Furthermore, it seems that many of
the authors were either in diapers or
their planning stages when the
musclecar era was in full bloom. So
their writings are never from first
hand experiences. But there is one
notable exception to all of this and
that's what this "book review" is all
about.


Joe Oldham was smack-dab in the
middle of it all back in those days. As
a staff editor of Hi Performance Cars
magazine in the late sixties and early
seventies, and a free lance writer for
many others, Joe knew what he was
talking about when it came to
musclecars. Of the three original
1970 GSX road tests published by various
magazines back in 1970, Joe's "Electric
Banana" article was by far the best of the
three. Unlike the other two, Joe's Electric
Banana was full of enthusiasm and
appreciation of what the GSX was all
about. He simply had a "feel" for what he
was writing about, and it showed. In case
you have never seen it, we plan to reprint
this article as an "icon" article in an
upcoming issue. It's that good!


So when clubmember Carter Blevins
told me about Joe's one and only
musclecar book: Muscle Car
Confidential: Confessions of a Muscle
Car Test Driver, it piqued my interest and
I ordered a $45 copy with the
understanding that if I didn't like what
I saw, I wouldn't have to purchase it. That
seemed fair enough.


The book arrived on a rainy day which
allowed me some introduction time to
look it over without distractions. I planned
to just skim through it and maybe check
out a few high points and then come back
and read what I found was most
interesting. But then I found out that
I couldn't put this book down! What a
delight! I'm at best a chapter-a-night kind
of guy with any book, but after an hour's
worth of reading, I had to force myself to
put this book down and attend to some
other more pressing business. This book is
like a time machine that will certainly
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carry you back to the musclecar days of
yore! All pictures that Joe used from his
1960's and 1970's files are crystal clear


and are from back in those early days.
The pictures themselves are worth the


price of the book! But what I found to be
most amazing was that Joe kept all of his
early files, original notes and pictures
from 35-40 years ago with which to write
this book. And I found no errors or even
typos in this book. For me, that's really
something because I'm conditioned to
looking for those kinds of things. I was
also very impressed with Joe as an
excellent writer who knows what he's
talking about and how to clearly separate
the B.S. from the truth. I could tell you
some big surprises you'll find within its
pages, but I don't want to ruin the reading
for you. The "confessions" part that
reveals Joe's "tell it like it is" honesty will
really surprise you! That's a guarantee.
This book also pictures some of the
personalities of the time and includes
many of the movers and shakers of the
golden age of musclecars. Then it takes
each early road test that Joe personally
performed on factory stock musclecars of
the era, beginning in the early 1960's, and
arranges it all in chronological order.
To get the full flow and flavor of this
book, you must start at the very beginning
and go forward! You'll lose a lot of
perspective by skipping around! Here are
just a few of the high-lights that are
covered, some in question form:
1- In some of his old 1960's and 1970's


magazine road tests, which 1I4-mile
track numbers did he actually
fabricate; and why?


2- Which cars did he test that were
actually aftermarket-equipped factory
"ringers"? (Hint: Does "Jim Wangers"
ring a bell!)
3- "From all of his testing, what was


Joe's surprising opinion of Mopar
musclecars, in general?


4- Which specific factory musclecar
broke so badly and dangerously
during his road test that when Joe
wrote about itin the magazine, the
Company's CEO called him 'and
cursed him out?


5- Some of you may have read about
the red multi-million dollar 1970
Hemicuda convertible that sold
years ago at some big auction. I'm
sure that many of you remember
the exact details better than I do.
Anyway, Joe actually tested this
exact same car brand new, and
then again (with the owner's
permission, of course) exactly 35
years later. Interestingly, it ran the
same numbers both times! Guess
what those e.t.'s were!


6- There was one particular make of
musclecar that Joe felt never ran
up to par without taking the
dealerships performance
technicians to the track with him
to "supertune it to spec." Care to
guess the make?


And these are just some of the many
tidbits you'll find within its pages. If you
are wondering about Buick performance,
you'll find the original Electric Banana
article revisited with all the pictures that
didn't make the original 1970 magazine
article.


Back in the 1960's and early 1970's,
color spreads were especially expensive,
so only cars with loud paint got them. The
GSX was one of those, and other color
spreads also abound in Joe's book.


This book is a top quality hardback and
is a solid 175 pages of no-fluff hard core
reading. If there is any musclecar book
you should own, this is the one! I've seen
all of 'em over the years and no other
musclecar book even comes close.


We plan to order exactly fifty of these
hard back books so that we can get them
to you for $40 including shipping.
Canadian orders, please add $7.00 and
overseas orders, please add $15, These
books will make a great Christmas gift.
Please order before November 10. You
can also rest assured that this book will be
a future collectible.


To order, just send $40 to -
GSCA Book Offer


625 Pine Point Circle
Valdosta, GA 31602







Making The Power Is No Problem!


For The
Hemco upper plenum preferred.
Downpipe: A quality Houston-type
3" downpipe gets the job done.
Headers: Stock or Poston with port-
matching and some clean-up.
Turbo: TE 62, TE 45 or TE 67.
Depending on application and torque
converter, both Garrett and Precision
turbine housings are viable choices.
Injectors: 60 lb. injectors are ubiquitous
nowadays for a lO-second T-R
Boost: 23-26 psi; preferably with alcohol
injection. This is with a blend (or more) of
race gas. Otherwise, stick to 20-21 psi
with alcohol injection and premium pump
~as.


A\stout 530-550 rear wheel
rJ \ horsepower is enough to power


_~ ~~any T-R into the lO's at over
120 mph. Actually, you could do it with
less h.p. if the car is really set-up well for
the strip and leaves hard and straight with
no wasted energy.


It's also accepted fact that the same
engine combo that one guy will use to run
11's can put another guy into the lO's.
It's all ofthe variables (driving, tuning, car
set-up) that extends a printed parts combo
touting "a ten second recipe" to actual
on - track performance


An excellent example of this principle
is reflected in the GS X-tra cover story in
our July/August 2007 issue. Here we
featured John Plog (Plattsmouth, NE) and
his '87 GN. If you look back over the
engine build-up, you'll see a combo that
most guys will use to run mid 11's at
maybe 117-118 mph. But John's GN runs
1O.30's at around 130 mph! This article is
worth re-reading because it not only
focuses on the engine and drivetrain
combo, but it also zeroes in on the car set-
up particulars. But best of all, you'll not
find one trick piece mentioned in the
entire engine build-up.


But with the ever-increasing values of
T-R's, we are getting more and more guys
who just want to build up their very nice
T-R's with the horsepower and torque to
technically be able to run in the l O's, but
they never really plan to put their T-R on
the track. They like taking on the
competition from deadly street rolls
without breaking original parts from
boosted hard launches with slicks. Ok,
that makes a lot of sense. Furthermore,
they want over 500 hp with the best
streetability and driveability possible.
All of this is a definite "can do"!


Listed here in this article is a very basic
combo that even without fine tuning can
accomplish these goals. Larger items
(if needed) like throttle bodies,
intercoolers, intakes, headers, plenum
upgrades, injectors; etc., etc. may
(if needed) add additional performance.


We've built this basic combo numerous
times at Wildcat Racing engines for both
street and strip cars. Even without much
tuning, if the car is running well at all, it
can crack into the IO's on its first pass. For
a well-tuned and set up combo, much
greater performance can be had. And there
is no compromise in drive ability and very
little compromise in economy. These are
the basics for a common Wildcat T-R
Engine Build-up easily capable of
the 1O's.
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For a "10-sec." 500 plus rear
wheel horsepower combo:


Block: Stock "109" bored .020" with our
custom lightweight Wiseco turbo pistons
and custom ring set.
Valvetrain: Our custom H206-206 roller
earn kits (three "206" lobes available);
stock or Harlan Sharpe roller rocker set-
up.
Heads/Intake: Ported Champion GNI
(iron heads) and Champ. ported intake,


Most guys running
21+ psi boost are now


using Gometic head
gaskets. We know how


to make them work and
seal. Gometic could


have done a better job
in their design when it
came to water and oil


sealing. If it had been a
Ghevy application, they


would've. The most
common thickness is


.060," but other
thicknesses are


available.


No 10-sec. capable engine should be built without using at least the
center two billet steel center caps, as shown on the left. The common
results of not using them, particular in 21+ psi boost applications, is
shown on your right. We've never found a girdle necessary in building a
500-550 hp V-6. These super-duty caps do the job for us.


Continued on Page 7





